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Abstract: Career plays an important role in each and every individual. Even though there are many applications for Career
Counselling we feel that for a career of an individual rather than presenting in an application we feel that he himself experience
the various modules of careers to take his right path to the Career. We also feel one cannot decide one’s career as Doctor ,
Engineer ,Lawyer etc .It should be on the choice of an individual. Here we have Presented a Motivational Application to careers
because we are not counselling them we are saying the facts to them.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Career plays a key role in every individual. Now a days a person is seeking for the question What is your next plan? This is the
major question all the individuals are playing now a days and to answer that question begins our research. A re-search word says to
search again. Even though we are M.C.A graduates we are now travelling towards research without Ph.D but with a thesis we have
enquired various people Future plans and we have motivated them by using smart way of goal setting.
A. Smart goal settin
B. S-specifi
C. M-measurabl
D. A-achievabl
E. R-resourceful
F. T-time out
So this sort of analysis must be done while we update something and by attaining some knowledge regarding the goal. This type of
formative and summative assessment in the counselling is required for a student or any person who wishes to change their learning
approach.
The reason for which a student opts for various careers is that he/she needs to reach their destination or the goal The Smart way
of goal setting is a process that needs to be explained by a Human Resource , a teacher but not a computer because Computer itself
is an Innovative thought generated by a human.
To evolve the thresholds technology in the major aspects that mainly deals with the resolution of various problems in our society.
The major problems that are prevailing in our society deals with the following aspects
1) Education
2) Health and medicine
3) E-commerce
4) Food & agriculture
5) Chemical industries
6) Biotechnology
Coming to our scenario from the above discussion Education plays a key role in each and every individual aspects. There is a sin
that suggests the apt definition of Education
G. “Knowledge without character”
This is a completely different topic from our scenario but here we are going to make this technology to break up the boundaries of
people of rural areas as well as to show them a path to reach their destinations. As Computer Networks is one of the subject
that deals with the routing protocols.
Here also we are going to use various aspects of such protocols to show a career to an individual. As Career is a significant aspect
that plays a key role in the life of an individual. We Presented an approach along with the audio video aids so that the person
using this technology will not get boredom.
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II.LITERATURE SURVEY
Our Survey starts from our college students that too MCA students of 2nd and 3rd years in order to know their intentions towards
their Careers but we have got a negative vision in this survey that takes us towards the positive approach of learning. Many of
the students suggest the following way towards the career.
A. If A FAILS opt B if B FAILS opt C IF C FAILS opt D.
This suggest their intention towards their own career building but the thing here is they need to build their own career on their
choice.
B. “A Career must be a Choice but Choices Should not be a Career”
This is the aspect that makes us to realize a fact that in spite of being technical people why can’t we develop a technology for
careers?
In this scenario the meaning of CAN’T CAN BE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:
C. Can’t-Can Know Your Talent
This realizes that we too can build a technology that deals with the careers. We know the talent that lies within us.
III.EXPERIMENT
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The above are the screen shots that suggest our experiment and they suggest that a person can undergone various careers to know
his own path.We Presented this approach as an initial step by using a software tool called construct2d and this tool helps to create
navigation of web pages easily.
A person using this technology can use to select his own career by clicking on the above mentioned careers and the navigation
process starts when he/she clicks on the careers and this takes a person using this sort of technology to get navigated to next page
and thereby knowing the information about notification of the exam date,fee etc.By clicking on the video button the person can see
his career paths on that particular domain of the career that is selected by the person
The video may be a video of a student idea towards his/her career and it might be the path that ensembles all his visions to get and
set a plan that makes him to travel forward towards his/her goal.
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Setting A Goal Is Not An Easy Task To Deal With Because Goal Setting Should Be Followed By All The Norms That Are
Discussed In The Smart Method.So,We would like to inculcate this technology to the people with the human resources.We feel this
technology can be transferred to the readers to be the members to have an enforcement to take this application to the layman.
IV. CONCLUSION
We would like to conclude that this is just a beginning of the application. As our application consists of a Multimedia technology we
can gather the videos of experts in Career Counseling and capture them in this application and also we can generate this
application in the form of an APP by using Intel Xdk tool that is available to generate an application into apk.
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